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BENCHMARKING FLAWS IN SYSTEMS SECURITY

1. Complete
2. Relevant
3. Sound
4. Reproducible
Selective benchmarking

Improper handling of results

Wrong benchmarks

Benchmarking Flaws in Systems Security
Improper comparison

Benchmarking omissions

Missing information
Benchmarking Flaws in Systems Security
RESYLT

Number of papers

Number of flaws (including underspecified)
KOMMON FLÅWS

- No indication of significance - B4
- Benchmark subsetting - A2
- Only measure run-time overhead - E2
- Throughput degr. ≠ overhead - B2
- No proper baseline - D1
- Not eval. potential perf. degr. - A1
- Incorrect averaging - B5
- Missing software versions - F2
- Missing platform specification - F1
- Bad math - B3
- Inappropriate/misl. benchm. - C2
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